Comment: Three distinct properties cited here: 1. Stationarity.
2. Short memory.
Finite variance.
Or, linear models with restrictions embodying these properties.
Perhaps better to say why we need these properties to hold -to validate asymptotics...? Definition 1 A time series x t  is I(0) if the partial sum process X n defined on the unit interval by
where  n 2  Var∑ t1 n x t , converges weakly to standard Brownian motion B as n → .
Conditions for I(0)
Summability of the autocovariances is the fundamental necessary condition.
In linear covariance stationary processes,
 I(0) implies summability of the MA coefficients:
 Generalizing to
Can iterate this "Russian doll" layering of the dependence structure any finite number of times.
Alternatively, nonparametric memory restrictions: mixing, geometric ergodicity, near-epoch dependence 
 Setting g k  1/k − 1 2  gives "I(1)" (discrete Brownian motion, see Phillips 1998)  Setting g k  1 yields Gaussian white noise  Setting g k  1 for k  1, . . . , n, g k  1/k − 1 2  for k  n, where n →  as T → , can yield I(0) on Definition 1, yet P(rejection) → 1 in wide class of tests for I(0) (in effect, for summable covariances).
Testing I (0) Broadly, three approaches to the testing problem:
1. Tests in the context of a parametric model, ARMA or long memory.
2. Tests of restrictions on derived measures such as spectral density at 0.
Nonparametric tests (? direct tests of Definition 1)
 Also, consistent criteria for choice between I(0) and I(1) (Stock 1994 , Corradi 1999 .
Don't consider these further.  Correct asymptotic size requires AR components be removed by pre-whitening.
 Tests of d  0 require AR roots are in the stable region.
 Unit root observationally equivalent to d  1.
 Consistent prewhitening implies power against unit root alternative  size!! Testing the spectral density at 0 -an "ill-posed" problem?
How to test this hypothesis?
Fundamental problem: the mapping from parameter space to spectral density has discontinuities. Blough (1992) , Dufour (1997 ), Faust (1996 , 1999 , Pötscher (2002), Müller (2004 Müller ( , 2006 .
 Consider (after Faust) the class A of covariance stationary MA() processes, having i. i. d shocks and square-summable coefficients.
Then C T  is unbounded for any   0.
 Remains true even if the A 0 replaces A in (*)! (A 0 not compact.)
 A standard kernel estimator of f A 0 with bandwidth K T may satisfy CLT with variance OK T /T -but the implied approximate confidence intervals are arbitrarily poor approximations.
 There exist DGPs arbitrarily close to A ∈ A 0 for which the kernel estimate of f A 0 is O p K T , with no well defined limiting distribution.
Not just a problem of infinite-dimensional parameters!
 any fixed spectral density you like on the path. 
Interesting fact
The KPSS statistic constructed using the Bartlett kernel with bandwidth  sample size, has a degenerate distribution with value 1 2 (see Kiefer and Vogelsang 2000) .  KPSS test compares two variance estimators, respectively imposing and not imposing a truncation point smaller than sample size n.
 The problem: there are n − 1 such comparisons that can be made in a sample of size n, and no formal constraints on the proper choice.
 There always exists a valid truncation point which sets power equal to size.
Conclusion so far...
Serious and unavoidable problems in discriminating I(0) models and alternatives.
Pessimistic Implication:
What future for methods of analysis that depend critically on making this discrimination reliably?
Less Pessimistic Implication:
Are we posing the right question?
Compare the following:
1. "Will asymptotic distribution results based on the assumption of I(0) provide more accurate approximate inferences than alternatives, in my sample?" .
2. "Will the distributions obtained by extending my sample indefinitely match the asymptotic distributions implied by the I(0) hypothesis?"
 It's 2 that has proved difficult to answer...
 ... but that's of little concern if there is no actual prospect of extending the sample indefinitely....  ... and if there were this prospect, where's the problem?
 It's 1 that we really need to answer… Suggestion:
"If it walks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, then (let's assume) it's a duck."
Fingerprinting I (0) Problem:
Need an independent yardstick to judge, (e.g. in a simulation experiment) whether the distribution in question is sufficiently close to what's assumed.  Linking back to Definition 1 -essentially the question of whether the partial sums approximate to Brownian motion in a sufficiently large sample.  Natural approach: choose a real-valued statistic with limiting distribution a unique functional of Brownian motion.  Such statistics often dependent on estimates of scale, making the problem circular.
However: consider the statistic
 proposed by Breitung (2002) as a nonparametric test of I(1).
  T similar to the KPSS statistic except that the variance estimate is not autocorrelation-corrected.
Properties
Suppose v t  I0 with mean 0 and long-run variance  2  , and x t  ∑ s1 t v s .
Then (by definition)
  cancels in the ratio so distribution free of nuisance parameters.
 Breitung points out that under the alternative hypothesis u t  I0, T −1  T  O p T −1 consistent test of I(1) vs I(0). using lower tail as rejection region.
 However, 0 ≤ T −1  T ≤ 1/ 2 almost surely.
 No consistent test of I(1) vs I(1  d) for d  0, nor (by implication) test of I(0) applied to the partial sums.
Consider the case where v t is Id for d  0.
 If d  1 2 :
where   long-run variance of 1 − L d v t , and W d  fractional Brownian motion (Mandelbrot and Van Ness 1968). Then
 If 1 2  d  3 2 :
Idea Use null distribution of Breitung's statistic to fingerprint (partial sums of) an I(0) process.
 If distributions cannot be distinguished, it's a reasonable conjecture that local dependence is innocuous from the point of view of asymptotic inference.
 Most useful comparison not with the asymptotic distribution, but with the distribution based on partial sums of matching size of i.i.d. Gaussian variates.
 Table 1 shows Monte Carlo experiment (100,000 reps.) implementing this idea as follows.
 Data simulated from Gaussian AR(1) with coefficients   0, 0. 3, 0. 5, 0. 7 and 0. 9, and T  50, 100 and 200.  KPSS statistic computed with HAC variance estimator from Bartlett kernel.  4 bandwidths: two fixed (4, 12 lags), Andrews ' (1991) 'plug-in', Newey and West (1994) 'plug-in', without pre-whitening. 
